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A perturbation theory is formulated which is applicable to interatomic interactions with allowance 
for exchange forces and does not require an initial orthogonal function basis. The theory is used to 
determine the interatomic forces and the hyperfine structure spectral line shift in a hydrogen-helium 
atomic mixture. 

1. At present, stationary state perturbation theory, 
which neglects the principle of indistinguishability of 
identical particles, is a sufficiently well-deve loped and 
widely used theory in nonrelativistic quantum mechan
ics. As applied to the problem of interatomic interac
tions, this theory allows us to explain the van der 
Waals forces whose range falls in the region of fairly 
large interatomic distances (R ~ 10). In the region of 
smaller distances, exchange effects connected with the 
atomic-wave-function symmetry properties arising 
from the indistinguishability principle are important. 
At the same time, we can consider interatomic distances 
to be sufficiently large in the sense that interatomic in
teractions are weaker than intratomic forces and that 
perturbation theory is applicable. This region of inter
atomic distances is an important region in the modern 
physics of atomic collisions, in molecular physics, and 
in the theory of condensed media. 

The construction of a perturbation theory in which 
the corrections to the wave function would at all orders 
be antisymmetrized with respect to permutation of the 
electrons meets however with a number of difficulties. 
First of all, if the total Hamiltonian of the atomic sys
tern under consideration is symmetric under permuta
tion of the identical particles, then when it is split up 
into two parts-perturbed and unperturbed-the latter 
turns out to be nonsymmetric, since it is connected with 
a definite distribution of the numbered electrons over 
the atoms. When the eigenfunctions of such an unper
turbed Hamiltonian are used the corrections to them 
turn out to be nonsymmetric. 

If, on the other hand, a set of antisymmetrized un
perturbed wave functions is used, then there arises dif
ficulties connected with the necessity for the ortho
gonalization of the functions of this set[lJ. In Ritchie's 
paper[2J, the first of the indicated difficulties is over
come by using projection operators and symmetrizing 
the unperturbed Hamiltonian and the perturbation: in 
the construction of a series of the Brillouin-Wigner 
type it is assumed, however, that the antisymmetrized 
wave functions automatically form an orthogonal set, 
which, strictly speaking, is realized only in the case of 
infinitely large interatomic distances. 

In the present paper this inconsistency is removed 
and a way of obtaining the corrections to a wave func
tion in any order of perturbation theory with allowance 
for the Pauli principle is indicated. And, which is im
portant, the tedious procedure of orthogonalization of 
the initial set is then not required. 

2. Let us consider a system of two atoms-atom A 
and atom B-and let us denote by Ra.u. the distance 
between their nuclei. Let us assume that the wave func
tions '.lI A( {qA,}) and \fiB ({ qB }) of the isolated atoms, 
where the {qj are the sets of spin and space variables 
for the electrons of the atoms A and B, res pecti ve ly , 
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are known, and let us construct the simple product 
4> = >¥ A'¥B from these functions. The wave function of 
the atomic system under consideration can, in the 
zeroth approximation (i.e., in the absence of interaction 
between the atoms), be obtained by applyipg to the func
tion 4> the antisymmetrization operator A and allowing 
it to act on the electron variables of the various atoms: 

'1,,0) = AID "" f {'¥ A(." qAl ... ) '1' R(" _ qBk ••. ) 

p 

- '1' A( •.• qAk ... )'l'.(. .. q., ••. )- •.• } == LID,; (1) 

4> 1 == 4>, where f is a normalization vector guaranteeing 
the normalization condition 

('1' 1 'l') = 1. (2) 

If the atom A contains r electrons and the atom B - s 
electrons, then the right-hand side of the expression 
(1) contains p = rs + 1 terms. 

Let us further define the projection operators Ai 
according to the relations 

A,'¥ = ID" i = 1,2, ... , p. (3 ) 

Let us write the Hamiltonian operator Ii of the atomic 
system in the form of the following sum: 

(4) 

where 

ii, = 1: HOiA" V = L V,A, (5) , 
are respectively the Hamiltonian operator for the un
perturbed system and the perturbation operator for the 
system. The operator HOl describes the unperturbed 
atomic system in which a group of r electrons (with 
numbers 1, 2, ... , r) is located in the atom A, while 
the remaining group of s electrons (with numbers 
r + 1, r + 2, "', r + s) is located in the atom B. The 
operator H02 corresponds to the same system, but with 
the k-th and l-th electrons in these groups inter
changed, and so on. To each i-th distribution of the 
numbered electrons over the atoms corresponds a 
definite interaction operator Vi. The index a will be 
used to indicate the wave function and the energy level 
of the ground state of the system of atoms while the 
index b will pertain to the excited states. The wave 
function \fi~O) satisfies the following equation: 

H,I '¥~'» = Ed') I 'l'~'». (6) 

Assuming the interaction to be weak, we can repre
sent the wave function and the ground-state energy of 
the system of two atoms in the form of the expansions: 

,¥.=,¥~O)+,¥~<l+ ... , 

£.=£;')+£;0 + ... 

The Schrodinger equation in first-order perturbation 
theory has the following form: 
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(7) 
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(8 ) 

Let us apply to both sides of this equation the operator 
of projection unto the orthogonal complement of the 
subspace formed by I oI!~O) ), Le., the operator 

P=1-11Jf~0»)(wl!(1Jf;0)ltll). (9) 

Noting that P I >lt~O» == 0, we obtain 

whence 
'I'll) =};' P I '{"hO») (<Po I PV I 'I'~O») 

a ph (E~O) _ EbO») 

where fb is a normalizing factor: 

Ib= p-'(lJfb(O) Iw,)-', 

and the prime on the summation sign indicates, as 
usual, that the summation is over the states b "" a. 

(10 ) 

(11 ) 

(12 ) 

Subtracting the expression (9) from (10) and taking 
the scalar product of the difference with the vector 
( oI!~O) I, we obtain the first correction to the energy: 

(13 ) 

That (11) is a solution to the Schrodinger equation (8) 
can be verified by direct substitution. 

Further, (oI!~l) I oI!~O» = 0, Le., the normalization 
condition is also satisfied to first order in the perturba
tion. Finally, the obtained first-order corrections go 
over into the expressions obtained in standard perturba
tion theory, in which the principle of indistinguishability 
is neglected, i.e., when oI! - .p., 

Let us seek the second-order correction to the wave 
function in the form of the sum 

};'cbllJf 0°) (K' - E,o)-', 

having written down beforehand the Schrodinger equa
tion with the appropriate accuracy, and projecting the 
latter with the aid of the operator P unto the ortho
gonal complement of the subspace formed by oI!~. We 
successively obtain the second-order corrections to the 
wave function and the ground-state energy: 

/J,e 

1Jf;')=- ~ 11Jf,') (1Jf,'IIJf,') 

(tll, IP(V - E,')PIIJf,o) (tll"IPVIIJf,')PIIJf ,0) 

p'f,.f,(E,'-E.") (E,'-E,O) 

EI'l =~' (tlloIPVIIJf,') (1Jf,'1 VPllJf b') 

~ plo(E,' - Eo') 
(14) 

3. As an illustration, let us consider the exchange 
interaction between hydrogen and helium atoms, the 
distance between whose nuclei is equal to R. The wave 
function is given by 

where ~ is the spin variable and the otigin has been 
located at the nucleus of the hydrogen atom. In the 
first approximation, the quantity U( R), the interaction 
energy of the atoms, is equal to E~l). In the one-elec
tron approximation, the coordinate part of the helium 
wave function is equal to the quantity 

a' 
-exp {-aiR - r.j -aiR - r,I}, 

" 
27 

a=-" 
16 ' 

and the spin part corresponds to zero spin, 

Further, using (5) and (13), we obtain 
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(R)= (WIV.jW)-2(tllIV.jw') 
U 1-2(tllIW')' (15) 

where the function .p' differs from .p in having the 
first and second electron coordinates in the perturba
tion (in atomic units) interchanged; 

2 1 1 1 1 2 
V'''''R'--;:;--;:;+ Ir.-r,1 + Ir.-r,I-IR-r.j· (16) 

Upon substitution of the latter expression into (15) 
there arise the so-called Coulomb integrals (the first 
term in the numerator of (15» and overlap or exchange 
integrals (the second term), which decrease exponen
tially with increasing distance between the atoms. 
These integrals have been computed in analytic 
form[3,4l for the hydrogen-helium system under con
sideration. In the region of intermediate distances 
(4 < R < 6), we can neglect the terms containing 

e - (a+ 1) R, obtaining then that approximate ly 

U(R)""5Be-'R(1_1;3_ ;, +R;oL5). (17) 

The asymptotic form of the exchange interaction 
potential of the hydrogen atoms has the form UH( R) 
~ _1.64Rs/2e-2RIsl, while for the helium atoms UHe 
"" 8.6e-2 .1R [6l, so that according to Abrahamson's 
method, the hydrogen-helium atom interaction potential 
U(R) "" (UHUHe)1/2. 

Estimates show that in the region of distances under 
consideration, the last formula and the formula (17) 
yield numerical values differing by not more than 1090. 
In the next, second-order perturbation theory (for 
R ~ 10), the interaction potential is described by the 
van der Waals function. The exchange corrections in 
the range of action of the van der Waals forces are 
small. 

4. The region of interatomic distances under con
sideration here is important in connection with the 
problems of the physics of atomic collisions. The spec
tral lines of a gas are broadened and shifted as a result 
of atomic interactions[7l. Hydrogen buffered with 
helium gas is used, for example, in frequency-standard 
instruments. We shall restrict ourselves here to the 
consideration of the relative shift of the hyperfine
structure lines in such a system. Theoretical analysis 
of the experimental data, performed on the basis of the 
variational procedure[8l, shows that the major portion 
of a line shift is, under normal conditions, due pre
cisely to the approach of the atoms to within distances 
of the order of intermediate separations, Le., exchange, 
and not the van der Waals, interaction is the contrOlling 
interaction. The neglect of this circumstance can lead 
in computations not only to incorrect magnitudes, but 
even to the wrong sign for the shift. 

If the small orbital contribution is neglected, then 
the relative spectral-line shift can be found in the 
following manner: 

6" = 2 (1Jf0(R) I.BIIJf.(R)) + t'(R) _ L (18) 
(1Jf0(00) IBI'!'O(oo)) 1'(00) . 

where f is the normalization factor for the ground 
state, the operator . 

B= 1:,s,,6(r,), 
i=t 

and Sz is the electron spin component operator. 

Substituting (11) (for the case of the hydrogen-
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helium system) into (18), carrying out simple transfor
mations in which the symmetry of the operator 13, the 
definition of f, and the properties of the Dirac 6-func
tion are taken into account, and neglecting exponentially 
small quantities, we obtain 

4 ~ n'l. 
ov=--{~--(tl>nIV'Itl>.-2tl>:) 

n ~n'-1 n_' 
~ k'I'dk 

+S--(1-e-"/')-'I'(<<1> IV 1«1> -2tl> I)} k2.+ 1 II. I (1 <l' 
o 

(19) 

where cI>n k are the simple products of the helium-atom 
ground-st~te wave function and the hydrogen-atom ex
cited s-state wave function for the discrete and continu
ous parts of the spectrum, respectively. The states 
with nonzero orbital angular momenta make no contri
bution to the shift, since the corresponding wave func
tions vanish at the nucleus of the hydrogen atom. The 
last relation has been summed over the spin variables, 
so that the cI> in (19) is only the coordinate part of the 
wave function. 

It is shown in the Appendix that the sum over the 
discrete spectrum can be replaced by integration over 
the continuous spectrum, so that 

~ 2k"'dk (1 - r"/' ) 
ov=- S k'+1 (1-r'"/')-'" 1+ 1-e"/' [(<D,IV,I«1»-2(<D;IVI<D)]· 

o (20) 

In the region of interatomic distances R ~ 5, the 
dominant contribution to (20) is made by wave numbers 
k ~ 1, so that we can use in this region the asymptotic 
forms of the hydrogen wave functions of the continuous 
spectrum. Performing the integration first over k (by 
the method of steepest descent) and then over the co
ordinates, we obtain the following approximate re lation: 

ov(R) "" -69rR [sin (l'SR -~) - ~cos( l'SR _~)] 
(1+R')(1+R-') S R S 

(21) 
The relative spectral-line shift, computed per unit 
pressure (Torr) and averaged over the thermal motion, 
is equal (see[81) to the quantity 

a ~ 

fp = (Jp OV = 0.6·10-' S ov(R)e-U/. T R' dR. (22 ) 
o 

Substituting into this (17) and (21) and performing the 
integration by the method of steepest descent, we obtain 
(for T"" 3000 K) 

For the hydrogen-helium system under considera
tion, the experimental value for the shift is, when ad
justed to a temperature of 30° C, equal to fp "" 3.4 
± 0.2 [8]. Taking into account the approximate nature of 
our numerical estimates, we can evidently assert that 
the agreement with experiment is satisfactory. 

APPENDIX 

The hydrogen wave function of the continuous spec
trum is proportional to the function 

e-"'F(1 + i/ k; 2; 2ikr) "'" G, 

where F is the hypergeometric function. Let us split 
the function G into two parts: one having the asymp
totic form of an outgoing, and the other of an ingoing 
spherical wave. Then the function 

kG/ (k' + 1) (1-e-"/h) =A+A", (A.1) 
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ikr 'k where A ~ e and A* ~ e-1 r for kr » 1. 

Let us consider in the complex plane of k the inte
gral sum: 

1= P A dk+ P A' dk, (A.2) 
C l c~ 

where the contour C1 consists of a semicircle of in
finitely large radius located in the upper half-plane and 
the real axis, the pole k '" 0 being circumvented from 
above. The contour C 2 is the complex conjugate of the 
contour C1 . 

Since the conditions of Jordan's lemma are satisfied, 
the integrals along the large semicircles (as well as 
along the small ones) tend to zero as the radii of the 
semicircles tend to infinity (zero). In fact, as \ k \ - 00, 

the hypergeometric function tends to the limit [9]: 

1 (2n) 'f, 1 
F(1,2,2ikr)-+4 ikr e"'J'I.(kr)~k· 

Therefore, the integrals along the contours are 
equal, on the one hand, to the integrals (in the sense of 
principal value) along the real axis and, on the other, 
to .the sum of the residues of the integrand at its poles: 

~ 00 

1= f (A + A')dk = 2ni [E res (A, k = iln)-c.c.l· (A.3) 
-co;· ,,_~ 

The summation in the last formula is begun at n '" 2, 
since, as can easily be verified, the two contributions 
cancel each other out at the point n '" 1. At the points 
k '" 0, ±i/n for n> 2, the integrand has only simple 
poles. 

Further, using the integral representation of the 
hypergeometric function [91, we obtain 

E eO/" S ( 2r ) -,,-I 1= ." e-t(_t)n-I --t dt 
nJu{n-~l\ n ' 

11~2 Co 

where the contour Co is shown in the figure. Applying 

Imt 

Co 

Zr/n Re t 

the Cauchy formula to the obtained integral and using 
the well-known series representation of the hypergeo
metric function, we obtain 

00 2e-,/n ( 2r) 
i=- En(n'-l) F -n;2;-;:;- . (A.4) 

n=2. 

In virtue of the evenness of the function G( k), we 
can, taking (A.4) into account, transform the equality 
(A.3) into the following form: 

~-~1 __ e-O"F(_n+l;2; 2r)+S~ kG(k)dle (l_e-z./h)-, 
~ n (n' - 1) n Ie' + 1 

o 

1 S [1 - e-'n/' ] Ie 
=2 G(k)dk 1 +-1---e-2'-/'- (k'+ 1) (1-e-'n/') 

o 
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